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Basic information
Comenius University (CU) in Bratislava is the oldest
university in the Slovak Republic. It was founded on June
27th, 1919 and follows the university tradition of the
Academia Istropolitana, which was established in
Bratislava by Matthias Corvinus, the Hungarian King, in
1465.
The Faculty of Natural Sciences (FNS CU) is a top
scientific educational institution with extensive
pedagogical and research focus. The faculty offers
degrees in programmes such as Biology, Chemistry,
Geology, Geography, Environmental Sciences and
Natural Sciences Teaching. The Faculty of Natural
Sciences was established in 1940 and provides three
levels of university education (bachelor, master, and
PhD.). At present, the faculty has about 2,200 students.
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Faculty management

prof. RNDr. Peter Fedor, PhD.
Dean of Faculty of Natural Sciences

doc. Mgr. Miroslava Slaninová, PhD.
Vice Dean for Education and Social Affairs
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doc. RNDr. Marianna Kováčová, PhD.
Vice Dean for Postgraduate Studies and Foreign Affairs

prof. RNDr. Jozef Noga, DrSc.
Vice Dean for Research and Research Projects
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doc. RNDr. Branislav Bleha, PhD.
Vice Dean for Faculty Development and IT

Mgr. Peter Hanajík, PhD.
Vice Dean for Public Relations and Green University
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Contacts
Address
Prírodovedecká fakulta UK
Mlynská dolina
Ilkovičova 6
842 15 Bratislava 4
International Relations Office
RNDr. Vojtěch Przybyla, PhD.
vojtech.przybyla@uniba.sk
FNS Students Council
Email: student.prifuk@gmail.com
Facebook: Prírodovedecká fakulta UK v BA
Instagram: prifuk

www.fns.uniba.sk
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Student council of FNS CU
The Student council of the Academic senate of the
Faculty of Natural Sciences of Comenius University
(ŠČAS PriF UK) defends the interests of the students of
the faculty in the faculty senate. We are always helpful in
solving any problems related to the study, system or
organization of studies. Since our members of the
student part of the AS are students of various fields and
represent each degree of study (from the first year of
bachelor's to doctoral studies), we can help you with
various problems regardless of your degree.
We are always happy to hear your concerns and advise
you, so do not hesitate to contact us at our email address,
Instagram or join the group on the social network
FACEBOOK where you can talk with us as well as with
other students. Just write a message or post to the group.
student.prifuk@gmail.com
Prírodovedecká fakulta UK v BA
prifuk

All other useful information can be found on the faculty
website: https://fns.uniba.sk/scas/
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Study Regulations
The study regulations of the faculty are an internal
regulation of Comenius University in Bratislava,
according to which each student follows their studies
during their studies.
We highly recommend that you read it and you will get a
more comprehensive overview of the rules and
organization of studies at Comenius University in
Bratislava.
The complete study regulations of the Comenius
University can be found on the website:
https://fns.uniba.sk/fileadmin/prif/course/Stud
y_Regulations_No8_2013.pdf
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Disciplinary Codex
The Disciplinary Codex of Comenius University in
Bratislava for students regulates the position and
activities of the Disciplinary Committee of Comenius
University in Bratislava for students, the disciplinary
committee of the faculty for students, types of
disciplinary offenses, the manner of their discipline,
procedure for imposing disciplinary measures, review,
validity and execution of disciplinary measures.
You can find the complete disciplinary rules of Comenius
University on the web:
https://uniba.sk/fileadmin/ruk/studium/Predpis
y/Vnutorne_predpisy/The_Code_of_Conduct_of
_Comenius_University_in_Bratislava.pdf
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Academic calendar 2020/21
Winter semester
Regular classes
Exam period

from 21.9.2020
from 4.1.2021

to 18.12.2020
to 14.2.2021

Summer semester
Regular classes
Exam period

from 15.2.2021
from 17.5.2021

to 7.5.2021
to 30.6.2021

Practice and field
work

from 10.5.2021

to 14.5.2021

The opening ceremony of the academic year 2020/2021
will be 21. 9. 2020 11:00 in CU Main auditorium.
PLEASE NOTE: According to the Higher Education
Act, the academic year lasts from September 1 to August
31. Therefore, it is not possible to perform the duties
prescribed in the previous academic year in September.
Please, follow all information related to COVID19
restriction on the website https://uniba.sk/en/comeniusuniversity-news/coronavirus/
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ECTS credits system
The standard student workload for the entire academic
year in the full-time form of study is 60 credits (or 30
credits for each semester).
The student obtains credits after successful completion of
the course. It is possible to obtain credits for a given
subject only once during the study of one study
programme.
If a full-time student or an external form student
admitted to study according to the study programmes
want to continue their studies, they must:
a) at the end of the first semester, prove successful
completion of at least two compulsory subjects and
obtain at least 15 credits for successfully completed
subjects,
b) in each year of study, obtain a total of at least 40
credits for successfully completed subjects for the winter
and summer semesters, unless the student only needs to
take the state exam.
It is not obligatory to get exactly 30 credits for each
semester, for example in one semester you can get 32
credits, in the next semester 28 credits. For 4 years of
PhD. study, it is necessary to obtain 240 credits.
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Academic information system AIS
AIS - Academic Information System is a system that is
used for electronic processing of the entire study agenda.
The information system makes it possible to minimize
visits to the study department, since most tasks can be
done by a student or teacher from home.
It is only possible up to 2 weeks after the semester
has begun is it to enter subjects into the system or delete
them. After "closing AIS", the subjects can no longer be
changed.

https://ais2.uniba.sk/ais/start.do
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AIS mobile application
The mobile application for Android offers students
an easier and more convenient way to do the most
common activities from the AIS system. This page will
make it easier for you to enroll in exams, view your
ratings, as well as check the number of credits without
a long click.
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Enrollment of subjects
Each study programme has its own recommended
study plan, which contains a list of compulsory,
compulsory elective and elective subjects for each
semester. By default, you will register subjects according
to this plan.
If you are interested, you can also enroll in subjects
intended for another year of study or from other study
programs. Before enrolling such subjects, however, we
recommend that you look at their prerequisites and
consult with a tutor or course instructor.
You can also enroll in subjects from another faculty of
CU. First of all, it is necessary to get consent from the
instructor of this subject.
The enrollment of subjects (for the entire academic
year) takes place electronically via the academic system
AIS. You can also have enrolled subjects recorded in the
index if you decide that you also want to have your marks
in written form. If you do not want to write them down
by hand, the teacher is obliged to write a mark for you in
their consultation hours (or by agreement by e-mail).
They will then issue you a protocol on the study plan at
the study department.
In the first two weeks of each semester, it is possible to
change already registered subjects due to e.g. time
conflicts in the schedule.
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Grades and passing subjects
✓ The student is obliged to complete the educational
activities listed in the information sheet of the course.
✓ The basic rule is that for your studies, you must
complete all compulsory and chosen compulsory elective
subjects according to the rules determined by the study
programme (usually you need to collect a certain number
of credits from a group of subjects).
✓ The course is successfully completed if the student has
obtained a grade of A to E. The student will receive
credits only for the successfully completed course.
✓ Students who have been assessed from the subject
with a mark of FX have the right to two corrective terms
(if he/she meets the conditions of the continuous
assessment). If the student does not meet the conditions
of the continuous assessment, he/she is assessed with a
mark of FX without any possibility of taking the final
exam.
Course evaluation
A - excellent
B - very good
C - good
D - satisfactory
E - sufficient
Fx - insufficient
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Student ID card
The International Student Identification Card is the only
globally recognized document proving the status of a full-time
student at a primary, secondary or higher education
institution. At CU, you can choose 2 types of cards:

ISIC = International Student Identity Card

Information on discounts atwww.isic.sk
No-ISIC = Comenius University student ID card

You will need ISIC or No-ISIC student card for:
✓ faculty and dormitory access
✓ library
✓ public transportation (Bratislava transport comp.,
Slovak railways…)
✓ student’s canteen
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Student e-mail account
universitylogin@uniba.sk
The university login is a surname with a number that
serves as a login name to AIS. This address serves the
university as the official contact for you, so do not forget
to check the contents of the mailbox regularly, and it can
be easily redirected to your current email account.
It is used by teachers and the study department as an
official way to send out information about the study. The
library also uses this address.
Access to the email account is from the website:

https://moja.uniba.sk/?lang=en
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Faculty library
Section
Biological and
Environmental
Literature Fund
Geological
Literature Fund
Geographical
Literature Fund
Chemical
Literature Fund

Room

Contact

B1- 218

iveta.maarova@uniba.sk
linda.malikova@uniba.sk

G-109

andrea.jakubova@uniba.sk
judita.stanitz@uniba.sk

B1-206

soltysova29@uniba.sk

CH1-018 iveta.majercikova@uniba.sk

OFFICE HOURS
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00

13:00-16:00
13:00-16:00
13:00-16:00
13:00-16:00
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Bratislava University library
The University Library in Bratislava (ULB) is the oldest
and largest research library in the Slovak Republic. At
present, the Library contains approximately 2, 520,
000 publications. A collection of foreign literature is
composed of humanities, natural sciences and
documents of a universal character with special
attention to secondary sources of information.
Literature in world languages is currently being
collected, as well as in Slavic and other European
languages.
Price for students with ISIC/no-ISIC card:
3 Euros/year

Address
Ventúrska street no. 11
(bus stop Zochova or tram
stop Kapucínska)

https://www.ulib.sk/english/
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WIFI at the faculty
Comenius University offers WiFi connection, which is
integrated into the EDUROAM project. This service is
intended for students and staff of Comenius University,
as well as users from institutions participating in the
Eduroam project. External users must contact their home
organization to request access information.
Using the service: To use the service, you must have a
wireless client card (802.11b or 802.11g) in your device
and be within range of a WiFi connection. The service
must be properly configured in the operating system! The
name of the wireless network (SSID) that you can
connect to via WiFi is eduroam.
More information about configuration:
https://fns.uniba.sk/wifi
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Stationery at the faculty
At our faculty, there are a total of 2 stationery stores,
where copying, scanning and many other services that
you will need are available.
1. Right near the entrance to the main entrance of the
faculty is the stationery and copier shop PACI - the
possibility of copying, scanning, binding work and
purchasing various office supplies, notebooks, gifts,
sweets and items with the logo of FNS CU.
2. On the zero floor at the transition from pavilion CH1–
to pavilion B2 on the right side. This stationery shop
offers printing, copying, scanning and various office
services. You also have the opportunity to buy textbooks
in this stationery store.
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Sport possibilities near the faculty
✓ Gymnasium A, B: Student dormitory Mlynská dolina
✓ Fitness room: in the building of FNS (Pavilion CH-1)
✓ Fitness centers Dyana and Hektor in Mlyny dormitory
✓ Shipyard: by the Danube behind the Družba dormitory
✓ Swimming pool: Faculty of Electrotechnology of
Slovak Technical University, on the way between FNS CU
and Mlyny dormitory
✓ Bouldering: Faculty of Electrotechnology of Slovak
Technical University, on the way between FNS CU and
Mlyny dormitory
✓ Volleyball, football, basketball and tennis courts
near the Družba dormitory
✓ Workout area: near the Družba dormitory
✓ Bike path: along the Danube river
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Student’s canteen
There are several options where you can eat with a state
discount on food:
1. Družba buffet - at the Družba dormitory
2. Eat & Meet - canteen in Mlynská dolina between the
blocks of Atrium houses C and D
3. Venza - the second canteen in Mlynská dolina, also in
the area of Atrium houses in block V *
* In the canteens in Mlynská dolina you can use the
discount twice a day in the amount of € 1.30 (twice in one
or you can combine it). You can follow their daily menu
on Facebook with photos on their website.
If you are at the faculty, you have the following options:
1. GASTROline buffet - in pavilion CH1 (at the main
entrance), where you have a discount on the menu in
the amount of 1.3 € (twice a day)
2. Cofeeshop company- in pavilion CH1
3. Pizzeria DODO - in pavilion B1 (minus the first
floor) - without subsidy
4. Buffet FAYNFOOD - Faculty of Mathematics,
Physics and Informatics in the F1 Physics Pavilion, where
you can also claim a subsidy of € 1.30 (twice a day).
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Student’s canteen
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Student’s canteen
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Restaurants & pubs near the
faculty
✓ Drag restaurant cca 50m behind the faculty
✓ Kings Pub (near the Družba dormitory)
✓ Kotolňa pub (near the Mlyny dormitory)
✓ Mlynská koliba restaurant (on the way between FNS
CU and Mlyny dormitory)
✓ Estévečka restaurant (on the way between FNS CU
and Mlyny dormitory)
✓ Machnáč pub (Lafranconibus/tram stop)
✓ Mark Twain pub (behind Družba next to the Danube,
on the path leading to the boat house and dormitory
“Swedish Houses”): „Rybársky klub“ (Fisherman’s club),
where you will feel like you are in another world and not
the capital city ☺ Good beer, feeding the ducks, sitting on
a raft, and singing patrons of all ages are just part of the
lure to this pub.
✓ Karloveská klubovňa pub (Riviéra bus/tram stop)
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Groceries near the faculty
You have several options where to go shopping near the
faculty and dormitories:
✓ Lidl (bus/tram stop Riviéra – one stop from the faculty
by bus or tram; direction Karlova Ves/Dúbravka)
✓ Billa (Cubicon gallery near the Mlyny dormitory)
✓ Kaufland (two stops from the faculty by bus no. 32;
direction Patrónka/Hlavná stanica)
✓ Eurovea gallery (near the Rectorate of CU by bus
no.29)
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Bratislava Transport Company
The Bratislava Transport Company (DPB) is the only
public transport provider in the city of Bratislava, and in
addition to public transport lines, it also operates
suburban lines and regular international bus lines.
DPB operates trolleybus, bus, and tram transport.
Students with student cards are entitled to a fare
discount.
Price for students with ISIC/no-ISIC card:
13,45 Eur/month
or 36,15 Eur/3 months
Ticket shop 1: Hodžovo námestie underground passage
(tram no. 9 from Botanická zahrada bus/tram stop to
Poštová, Martinus tram stop)
Ticket shop 2: bus/tram stop Most SNP
(tram no. 4 or bus no. 29 from Botanická zahrada
bus/tram stop)

https://dpb.sk/
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Slovak Railways
The Slovak Railways (ZSSK) is the major railway
operator in the Slovak Republic providing regional and
long-distance services.
Zero-fare transport services is entitled for students
under 26 years of age who are citizens or permanent
residents of EU member states:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Croatia,
Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Netherlands, Italy, Ireland, Lithuania,
Latvia, Luxemburg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom
Passengers entitled to zero-fare transport services are
required to register at ZSSK ticket desks. Upon
registration, they will obtain their rail customer cards,
which will allow them to get zero-fare tickets for
travelling by trains.
Ticket shop: Bratislava Main Railway Station (bus no.
32 from Botanická zahrada bus/tram stop to Hlavná
stanica bus stop)

https://www.zssk.sk/en/zero-fare/
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Maps
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ERASMUS+
INCOMING
STUDENTS
Faculty of Natural Sciences
Comenius University in Bratislava
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How to get to Bratislava?
To reach Slovakia by plane, students can fly to M.R.
Stefanik Bratislava International Airport which is
only a half an hour drive by bus from the centre of the
town.
Another option is the Vienna International
Airport which is located only 50km from Bratislava.
You can take a shuttle bus line to Bratislava from there.
Shuttle buses from Vienna International Airport
(Flughafen Schwechat) are organized by:
RegioJet Company to the Main Bus Station
“Mlynské Nivy” or the bus stop "Most SNP" in the
centre. If you book in advance, the ticket costs only
1,00 €. For schedule and online booking, visit the
website RegioJet
Slovak Lines Company to the Main Bus Station
“Mlynske Nivy” (Autobusová stanica Mlynské Nivy).
One-way ticket costs 7,70 € and the trip takes 60
minutes. For schedule and online purchase of your
ticket, visit the website Slovaklines
Our capital city is also connected by railway with
the major cities of all neighbouring countries
(www.zssk.sk/en), as well as different European longdistance buses.
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How to get to Bratislava?
Information about the transfer from airports/stations to
faculty and dormitories:
Bratislava Airport -> Faculty of Natural Sciences (and
Družba Dormitory):
From the airport, take bus no. 61 to the bus stop Trnavské
mýto and then from this stop (but from another platform)
take tram no. 4 or 9 to the tram stop Botanická
záhrada (Botanical Garden).
Bratislava Main Railway Station -> Faculty of Natural
Sciences (and Družba Dormitory):
From the station, take bus no. 32 to the bus stop Botanická
záhrada (Botanical Garden).
Bratislava Main Bus Station -> Faculty of Natural
Sciences (and Družba Dormitory):
From the station, take bus no. 21 to the bus
stop SAV (Slovenská akadémia vied - Slovak Academy of
Sciences) and then from this stop take bus
no. 32 to Botanická záhrada (Botanical Garden).
The tram and bus stop Botanická záhrada is a common
stop for the Faculty of Natural Sciences and also Družba
Dormitory.
If you have accommodation reserved at Mlyny
Dormitory, the route of transport is the same as in the
previous cases. If you are travelling from either the train or
bus
station,
change at
the ZOO bus
stop
from
line 32 to line 31 or 39 (another
platform). If
you
are
travelling from the airport, change at the Lafranconi stop
from tram line 4 or 9 to bus line 31 or 39.
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Buddy system ESN
Erasmus Student Network (ESN) is the biggest
student association in Europe. Founded in 1989. It is
present in more than 1,000 Higher Education
Institutions from 40 countries. The network is constantly
developing and expanding. It has around 15,000 active
members.
ESN Comenius University is the biggest section in
Slovakia which takes care of more than 600 Erasmus
students annually. ESN Comenius University is here to
make your Erasmus extraordinary by:
✓ Giving you a „buddy“- a Slovak student who will
pick you up, help you with all difficulties at the
beginning, and be there for you
✓ Organizing trips, parties, sport, cultural and social
events
✓ Giving you a chance to meet Slovak people and
learn about the culture
✓ Making Bratislava your second home

esn.comenius(at)gmail.com

https://cu.esn.sk/
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International Relations Office
FNS CU
Dear incoming students, we are pleased to welcome
you to Comenius University in Bratislava, the oldest and
largest of all universities in Slovakia. The IRO is here for
you and will help you with all administrative matters
related to your mobility.
Office hours for students
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

9.00 - 11.30
12.30 – 15.30
12.30 – 15.30
9.00 - 11.30

In justified cases, an appointment can be arranged
outside of contact hours every day (except Friday)
between 9.00-15.30. Please, make an appointment in
advance by email.
RNDr. Vojtěch Przybyla, PhD.
Telephone: +421 2 9014 9389
E-mail: vojtech.przybyla@uniba.sk

fns.uniba.sk/en/international-relations/
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Your first days at the faculty
One week before the start of the semester, the IRO
FNS CU will send you an email login and password for
the Academic Information System, as well as a timetable
based on your Learning Agreement. Remember that
making any changes in your timetable is only possible for
14 days after the beginning of the semester.
We kindly ask you to attend the IRO FNS CU on
the first day of the academic year (21.9.2020).
Here you will receive an ISIC or no-ISIC card and
further details regarding study matters.
Practical tips for you:
1. Check your email everyday
2. Be on time for lectures
3. Stay in contact with your instructors
4. If you don't know something, ask your coordinator
5. Solve all your study/ administrative problems
immediately
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Your first days at the faculty
During the first week at the beginning of the semester,
please follow this scenario:
Contact your study programme coordinator and make an
appointment with him/her
↓
Discuss with him/her your chosen subjects and rules of
study
↓
Send an email with potential changes in your list of
subjects to IRO FNS CU
↓
Login to AIS and check your schedule.
Study programmes coordinators:
BIOLOGY

assoc. prof. Andrea Ševčovičová, PhD.
andrea.sevcovicova@uniba.sk

GEOGRAPHY

assoc. prof. Marcel Horňák, PhD.
marcel.hornak@uniba.sk

GEOLOGY

assoc. prof. Marianna Kováčová, PhD.
marianna.kovacova@uniba.sk

CHEMISTRY

RNDr. Eva Vígľašová, PhD.
eva.viglasova@uniba.sk

ENVIRONMENTAL and Ecological SCIENCES
RNDr. Hubert Žarnovičan, PhD.
hubert.zarnovican@uniba.sk
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FULL TIME PHD.
STUDENTS
Faculty of Natural Sciences
Comenius University in Bratislava
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Department of Postgraduate
Studies
All the necessary information relevant to your postgraduate
study, as well as help with related bureaucracy will be
provided by the PhD. study department staff. This department
is located upon entering the building through the main
entrance, second and third doors on the left. Each study
programme is assigned its own responsible person (see labels
at the door). You can also find the necessary information on
the faculty website or to ask by email sent to
PhDdepartment@live.uniba.sk.
Office hours
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

9.00 - 11.30
9.00 - 11.30
13.00. - 15.00
9.00 - 11.30

iveta.bencova@uniba.sk
viera.apostolova@uniba.sk
ivona.holubekova@uniba.sk
PhDdepartment@live.uniba.sk

fns.uniba.sk/en/study/phd/in-english
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Scholarships
•

•

•

Regular monthly scholarship for PhD. students
Each PhD. student automatically receives a monthly
scholarship of approximately 800-1000 Euros during his
/ her studies
A special, one-time scholarship for PhD. students
is awarded by the Dean of the faculty:
On the basis of the proposal of the scholarship
committee, the doctoral student is awarded a one-time
special scholarship, which can be provided in accordance
with the faculty scholarship regulations to an
exceptionally gifted and talented student, a student with
a particularly unfavourable social situation or a student
with severe disabilities and the social situation. Proposals
for the award are submitted on the prescribed form by
the head of the section, the guarantors of individual
degrees, the head of the departments, etc. The amount of
the scholarship is determined by the Dean of the faculty.
Dean's Award:
The Dean may award bachelor's, master's, and doctoral
students with outstanding academic results or
outstanding professional, scientific, research, artistic or
sporting activities. The Dean's Award is associated with
the award of a one-time special scholarship. The amount
of the scholarship is determined by the Dean of the
faculty.

•

The Dean of the faculty will decide whether an
extraordinary one-time scholarship will be paid in a
given academic year. The Dean of the faculty may adjust
the possibility and amount of payment of this type of
scholarship depending on the financial resources of the
43

scholarship fund of the faculty. The student has no legal
right to be awarded a one-time special scholarship. The
Dean's decision on his admission is final!
Proposals for the award of scholarships are submitted by
the head of the department according to other current
instructions from the Management of PriF UK. The
proposal also includes a screen shot from the EPC, which
clearly declares the actual issue of the publication (not
status in press). Failure to comply with the formal
requirements of the proposal is a reason for its exclusion
from administration.
https://fns.uniba.sk/studium/stipendia
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First steps after arrival to FNS
CU
✓ Apply for a date of interview at the Department of
Foreign Police in Bratislava (immediately after
your arrival to Slovakia)
✓ Open a bank account in Slovakia (for scholarship)
✓ Buy a Slovak operator phone number (Orange, O2
or Telekom)
✓ Purchase health insurance in Slovakia (2
insurance companies – Dôvera or Union)
✓ Complete with your supervisor an individual study
plan
✓ Provide the final decision about recognition on
study abroad (i.e. your Master’s study has been
recognized in Slovakia)
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Individual study plan
The individual study plan for PhD. students is a
document with courses for 4 years of your study at the
faculty. The study yearbook or the AIS environment is
used to select subjects for your study plan. In the case of
AIS, selected courses are accompanied with the remark
“part after 2015” (not 2010!).
At the end of each academic year, the student submits
a Transcript of Records (ToR). In this document, the
student must have completed a minimum of 40 credits
and a maximum of 90 credits (for both semesters).
All of the publications registered in ToR must be
registered in the Library of Faculty of Natural Sciences (if
you study at the external educational institution of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences, you must register your
publications in the library of SAS and after that in the
library of FNS too.)
The subject „Other activities“ can be in the ToR only in
the 1st and 2nd year of study.
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Student scientific conference
The Student Scientific Conference FNS CU (ŠVK PriF
UK) represents a scientific event with international
participation. It is intended for students of bachelor's,
master's, and doctoral studies in science.
The date of the event is set for the current academic year:

21. 04. 2021
Venue: Faculty of Natural Sciences, Comenius University
in Bratislava
The focus of the conference covers a wide range of
natural sciences - biology, biotechnology, biochemistry,
chemistry, geology, geography, environmental studies,
didactics of natural sciences, etc.
The output of this conference is a peer-reviewed
collection of papers with ISBN.

https://fns.uniba.sk/svk
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Accommodation
Accommodation of students of all levels of study is
taken care of at the FNS CU in Bratislava in accordance
with the Rector's internal regulations No. 8/2017.
Accommodation is provided through a university-wide
electronic system E-ubytovanie (E-accommodation).
Students are provided with accommodation in the
Mlyny dormitory and the Družba dormitory.
Accommodation is provided in single, double and triple
variants in a “suite” system or in rooms with shared
bathroom facilities in the hallway. The price range of the
monthly rent varies according to the qualitative
breakdown from 47 € to 113 € per month. The student is
also obliged to pay a deposit in the amount of 100 € per
ac. year, divided into two installments according to
individual semesters.
At the FNS CU, the Accommodation Commission of
the FNS CU performs the function of a responsible
person for accommodation.

prif.ubytovanie@uniba.sk

https://fns.uniba.sk/sluzby/ubytovanie
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